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Highlights

We use data from actual financial trading decisions on stocks (LDB)
and partially customised survey data with more than 50,000
respondents from 65 countries

We bridge laboratory and theoretical observations with empirical data

We question the universality of the disposition effect

We survey individuals from all over the world, from any age and
socio-economic background

Three of the four chapters have been already submitted or are close
to submission
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Chapter 1: Dynamic regret and trading decisions

Investors don’t sell at a threshold

Propensity to sell does not peak at maximum

Propensity to sell peaks at a short time distance but high price
distance from the past maximum (anticipated regret about price +
regret about time)

Innovative and rigorous for the field: survival models applied to
finance
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Chapter 2: Wide framing disposition effect

The disposition effect changes with portfolio composition

It is high when few gains are in the portfolio and low when many
gains are in the portfolio

Partial explanation: investors have a preference for realising more
than one stock at once

Innovation: among the first to show that the disposition effect
changes within investor and not only between investors
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Chapter 3: Reference point and disposition effect

We recalculated the disposition effect assuming that the reference
point is not the purchase price

The disposition effect with respect to recent price realisations is lower

The disposition effect with respect to recent price realisation is lower
that the one with respect to the purchase price especially for those
traders who trade more and whose trades are shorter (Frequent
traders)

The disposition effect with respect to recent price realisation is higher
that the one with respect to the purchase price especially for those
traders who trade less and whose trades are longer (Value investors)
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Chapter 4: Intertemporal discounting in the world

For the youngest group, patience does not differ between income
levels. However, patience systematically diverges by income group as
a function of age. It decreases more with age, the lower the income

Individuals characteristics associated with patience: male; happiness;
optimism; education; employment (worker, student, housewife); risk
aversion; atheism

Country characteristics associated with patience: economic
development; life expectancy; individualism

Simple measure but results consistent with more extravagant
measures

The analysis is robust to several possible statistical models for country
heterogeneity
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